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this book represents the seventh edition of what has become an established reference work major companies of the
far east australasia this volume has been carefully researched and updated since publication of the sixth edition
and provides more company data on the most important companies in the region the information in the book was
submitted mostly by the companies themselves completely free of charge for the first time a third volume has been
added to the series covering major companies in australia and new zealand the companies listed have been selected
on the grounds of the size of their sales volume or balance sheet or their importance to the business environment
of the country in which they are based the book will be updated and published every year any company that
considers it is eligible for inclusion in the next edition of major companies of the far east australasia should
write to the publishers no charge whatsoever is made for publishing details about a principal asian company whilst
the publishers have taken every care to ensure accurate reporting of the company information contained in this
book no liability can be accepted by either the publishers their editorial staff or their distributors for any
errors or omissions nor for the consequences thereof graham trotman ltd is a member of the kluwer academic
publishers group and publishes over 450 business and technology books a catalogue is available on request v 1
source country v 2 industry sector standard industrial classification v 3 state location japanese manufacturing
investment in the european community has grown dramatically over the last twenty years at first instances of
investment were few concentrated in a small number of industrial sectors but since the mid 1980 s there has been a
surge of investment in a much wider range of industries this volume details the growth of japanese manufacturing
investment in europe in fourteen industrial sectors the impact of japanese competition and direct investment on
european industries is considered in the context of the emergence of the three major trading blocs the united
states japan and the ec roger strange concludes by making important policy recommendations and arguing for the
need for a new theoretical framework for assessing the political economy of foreign direct investment financial
measures have traditionally been the cornerstone of the perform ance measurement system in recent years there has
been a shift from treating financial figures as the foundation for performance measurement to treating them as one
among a broader set of potential financial measures changes in cost structures and the manufacturing and competi
tive environment have been responsible for the change of emphasis in today s worldwide competitive environment
companies are compet ing in terms of product quality delivery reliability after sales service and customer
satisfaction none of these variables are measured by traditional financial measures despite the fact that they
represent the major goals of world class manufacturing companies by focusing mainly on financial variables there
is a danger that the performance reporting system will motivate managers to focus exclusively on cost reduction
and short term profitability and ignore many of the critical factors that determine long term business success the
key to success in today s global economy is total customer satisfaction to achieve this companies must develop
performance measures that drive employees to control processes that satisfy customer expectations in particular
performance measures should provide process level information that motivates employees to achieve the
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responsiveness and flexibility that companies require to compete on a global basis responsiveness is achieved by
building relationships that lead to satisfied customers suppliers and employees flexibility is achieved by
reducing output variation in procesfes for example the reduction of lead times and delays are both necessary for
sustained competitive excellence and long term profitability information control problems in manufacturing
technology 1979 is a compilation of papers presented at the second ifac ifip symposium held at stuttgart germany
on october 22 24 1979 the book discusses the following topics flexible manufacturing systems research information
processing in large and small systems materials handling in a manufacturing system control requirements in
industrial robot use and quality assurance in automated manufacturing processes the text gives an overview of the
integrated computer aided manufacturing program employed in aerospace batch manufacturing one paper then presents
a research and development program of japan pertaining to use of lasers in a flexible manufacturing system complex
another paper discusses the development and set up of two flexible and different manufacturing systems the paper
also explains the appropriate information processing system that will control such complicated manufacturing
processes another paper presents the advances in computers for quality control applications that are expected
through lower hardware costs and better utilization of statistical methods mechanical engineers technical
designers and students with serious interest in automatic control and computer aided systems will find this book
valuable developments in computer integrated manufacturing arose from the joint work of members of the ifip
working group 5 3 discrete manufacturing and other ifip members within the technical committee 5 of the
international federation of information processing lfip the aim of this working group is the advancement of
computers and their application to the field of discrete part manufacturing capabilities will be expanded in the
general areas of planning selection and con trol of manufacturing equipment and systems tools for problem solution
include mathematics geometry algorithms computer techniques and manufacturing technology this technology will
influence many industries machine tool auto mation aircraft appliance and electronics to name but a few the
working group undertook the following specific tasks 1 to maintain liaison with other national and international
organizations work ing in the same field cooperating with them whenever desirable to further the common goal 2 to
be responsible for the ifip s work in organizing and presenting the pro lama t conferences 3 to conduct other
working conferences and symposia as deemed appropriate in furthering its mission 4 to develop and sponsor research
and industrial and social studies into the various aspects of its mission the book can be regarded as an attempt
to underline the main aspects of techno logy from the point of view of its software and hardware realization
because of limitations in size and the availability of literature the problems of robotics and quality control are
not described in detail
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